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Issue At Hand

CABBOLL DOTY
,d saying goes, save the best
, cf
So this being the last
. the laS1,
„
tor
r this department for several
f01
jflih®
feW words about one of
r0°°S' favorite personalities, Patfc>gcific s
By

T b e

tv

pierce.

that she needs any words
JL about her. It's just that,
department having admired
hii ,
for quite some time, needs
best for the last, to make that
£ saying come true.
"
ne that comes to Pacific and
,t fake a class from Patty
^rce is missing half the fun of
life. At what other college
oilege
such amlable ln"
uld you flnd
truetor - student relationship? If
;oU wanted to get patriotic, you
°uld call it democracy at its best.
-JJJJ'S STILL HEBE
And there's more to it yet.. Patty,
Miss Martha Pierce if you want
0 be technical, came to Pacific not
o long ago with the idea of stoptog off for two or three years of
jperience, and then moving on to
omething bigger and better. But
bat two or three years has grown
ito 16 years now and she's still
ere, not because she hasn't had
mple opportunity to "better" herelf, but because she has grown to
,ve the' old school too much to
lave it.
That Patty is as popular a faculty
lember as you'll find anywhere on
ny college campus is undeniable,
ut what makes her so popular is
omething else. It's that air of inDrmality in her class rooms, and
plendid personality outside. Yet,
y her own admission, she almost
ever has any discipline trouble,
hat in itself is a feat.
NEW NAME
Daily Patty receives letters from
ormer students all over the world,
nd she is kept constantly busy anwerlng them. When this column
ikes up its new address, she is cerlinly going to have another name
n that long list of her former stuents who think so much of her
nd the old school to write for word
t what's going on.

Besides being a College instructor,
atty also dabbles in some writing,
er pet is mystery novels, and her
mbition was once to be a dramatic
iviewer. Even though she hasn't
one anything about that ambition,
er whole life is tied up in the the're, and there's nothing in the
orld to beat an evening in front of
See Issue At Hand, page 7, col. 1)

No More

Credit

Notice to Civilian Students:
Student body cards will go on
sale at the Administration Of
fice on March 4. Due to the
inefficiency of student pay
ments and the complications
of bookkeeping, students must
pay In full for their cards at
the time of purchase.

started working on this cam'hen it was unplowed ground,
ihose big trees had not yet
Planted, when a single brick
>°t been laid.
>OL ENGINEER
Crosby is the engineer of the
• He takes care of the heatistem, the plumbing, and the
og.
tile man in a work jacket and
he is a well-known figure
d campus. He says he is sev' Sht years old, but the quick" his smile and the laughter
ls so ready to light his eyes
the fact.
hkes young people. No, that
understatement — he loves
laughingly recalls the
^ some Pacific students played
when the school was in San
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Tentative List Kress Presents Another
Of J.C. Grads Sift to Pacific in Form
Of "Old Master"
•

Twenty Men
In V-12 Unit
To Graduate
Wednesday evening in the Con
servatory auditorium College of the
Pacific graduated its second class
since the Navy placed a V-12 unit
on the campus. Twenty V-12 stu
dents received their degrees, ten
from Pacific and ten from their
home universities.
Of the list of twenty who bid col
lege goodbye for the last time, fif
teen were in the Marine detach
ment and five were Bluejackets.
Graduating from the College of
the Pacific were: Irwin Barnickol,
USMCR; John Beanland, USNR;
James Duryea, USMCR; Eugene
Egbert, USMCR; Willard Forney,
USNR; Albert (Garcia, USMCR;
John Hartnett, USMCR; William
Kelly, USMCR; Randall Presleigh,
USNR; Frank Waldo, USNR.
Receiving their degrees from Uni
versity of Santa Clara were: Fran
cis Holmes, USMCR; Arthur McCaffray, USMCR; Alfred Melcer,
USMCR; Mario Pera, USMCR.
University of San Francisco be
stowed degrees upon: Francis Clif
ford, USMCR; Bernard Higgins,
USMCR; Lawrence Luchetti, USM
CR.
Other degrees were received from
San Jose State, George Herbert,
USNR; from Saint Mary's by John
Schaeffer, USMCR; from Willa
mette by LeRoy Long, USMCR.
Following the end of the term
the Marine reservists leave for Parris Island, South Carolina. Randall
Presleigh goes to Columbia Midship
man school, George Herbert to Buf
falo University Medical School,
while Beanland, Forney, and Waldo
are as yet unassigned.

^acificites Bid Old-Timer
rosby Goodbye
J years is a long time. That's
how long Ellsworth Crosby
forked for the College of the
c> and now he's leaving. It
't seem right to think that
Monday he won't be around,
e is as much a part of the
1 as Is the science department,
>otball team, or the Little The-

Vol. 38

Jose. Once he owned a goat so that
his child might have goat milk. One
Sunday morning he went out to
milk his goat and he couldn't find
her. After giving up the search just
before time for church services,
someone came and asked him to
come over to the church and get his
goat. He went and found her in
the pulpit!
Later the boys owned an old
white horse. By some method he
was taken to the third floor of the
boys' dormitory, and then Mr. Cros
by was sent for to come and get
him down!
NEXT TO OLDEST IN SERVICE
He is next to the oldest in service
here to Pacific, the music teacher,
Miss Rogers, being here before him.
It's obvious that he doesn't want to
leave, for he says things will be so
different in Santa Cruz. However,
he is not well, and the climate there
is better for his wife.
So next Monday, College of Pacific
will certainly be losing something,
and Mr. Crosby thinks he will be
losing something too, for, in his
words, "I have enjoyed the society
of young people so much. I dread
to get away from it."

The following is a tentative grad
uation list of the students who are
to graduate in June from the Stock
ton Junior College. The list includes
students who completed require
ments at the end of the summer
term in 1943, as well as those who
intend to finish in June. There are
probable changes to be made in this
list, since some students who will
complete requirements this spring
are not yet registered for gradua
tion.
Tentative Graduation List—
Students in J.C. Summer Term 1943
not now in college — eligible for
graduation
Brandon, George; Hall, Jeanne;
Nale, Viola; Nelson, S. Jean; Potter,
Jean; Wemyss, Eleanor;
Tentative Graduation List—
In college, Feb. 1944 and prospec
tive candidates for graduation.
Adams, Ruth Lynn; Agers, Emogene; Albertson, Natilee; Ambler,
Donald; Anderson, Ada Louise; Apperson, Kathryn; Barrett, Patricia;
Bath, Ruth; Berlander, Beatrice;
Blayney, Alice; Bovo, Barbara;
Campbell, Emma L.; Camper-Titsingh, Mary; Carey, Marjory; Cayot, Mary; Chapman, Hilda; Clottu,
Audrey; Collins, Barbara; Cooley,
June- Cooper, Nellie; Couse, Caro
lyn; Dabritz, Mary; Dalben, Renaldino; Day, June.
DeCarli, Marie; Dedmon, Lorette;
Dedmon, Nona; Dudley, Zona Ruth;
Dwelley, Florence; Egan, Ferol;
Emigh, Dorothy; Ernst, Margaret
Ann; Fellerson, Raymond; Ferrari,
Betty; Flaa, Mary; Froehnert, Lorayne; Gibbs, Ruth; Goodale, Bev
erly; Goodwin, Barbara; Grider,
Edith; Grindrod, Helen; Gunton,
Harriette;
Haabesland, Helene;
Hall, Louise; Harlow, Esther; Har(See J. C. Grads, page 2, col. 3)

Major Study Course in
Nutrition to Begin
A new major course of study in
Foods and Nutrition, organized
within the Departments of Home
Economics in both the College of
the Pacific and Junior College, has
been announced by Mrs Fern Silver,
acting chairman of the Pacific de
partment and instructor in nutri
tion for both Institutions.
To be inaugurated with the Spr
ing term, which begins on March 6,
the new field will offer the training
required for the profession of die
tetics as prescribed by the Ameri
can Dietetics Association.
EXPANDING PROFESSION
Introduction of training for die
titians is a specific and greatly
needed service to the community
and to the nation in the opinion of
Mrs. Silver. The profession is rapid
ly expanding and must grow quick
ly to meet the demand for skilled
and accredited dietitians. The field
represents a new and important vo
cational opportunity to college
youth.
There are only about 5000 quali
fied dietitians in the U.S. today, ac
cording to estimates quoted by Mrs.
Silver. The U.S. Army alone re
quires the services of some 2000 of
these specialists. Civilian hospitals,
industrial restaurants and cafe
terias, college and university dining
halls, special military training
groups, and the general national nu
trition program all require and will
(See Nutrition Course, page 8, col. 5)

Recreation Leader
Harris Moves Here
Lawton D. Harris is moving to
Stockton.
This will be welcome news to
many on the campus who have
known Lawton in summer camps
and conferences or who have taken
classes in recreation leadership pre
viously from him.
For the past five years Mr. Harris
has, been coming to the campus
from Oakland where he has been
serving as executive secretary of
the East-Bay Church Federation.
He has given courses in folk danc
ing, craft work, camping, art, in
religion, etc.
The local YMCA is expanding its
program and has employed Harris
as program secretary. He will con
tinue to serve as part time teacher
in the religious education and phys
ical education departments of the
College.
A tentative schedule for the
spring term is as follows:
Folk Dancing . . 8:00 Tu. Th. Gym
Com. Singing ...8:55 Tu. R. E. 201
Religion in Art . . 9:50 Tu. R.E. 202
Group Work Craft .. 8:55-9:50 Th.
R.E. 202
These courses will be open to all
College of the Pacific students.
Harris is recognized as the foremost
leader of recreation in northern
California.

Jantzen Announces 12
Seeking Credential
Twelve students are completing
requirements for a California teach
ing credential, according to infor
mation released by the Dean of the
School of Education. These include
Louise Barton, Ardyth Bock, Mrs.
Christel Enns , Marine Hughes, Ger
trude Louch, and Marjory Mehl for
the general elementary credential;
Marian Fergusson, Catherine Flor,
Jane Gordon, Norman Marquis, and
James Watson for the general sec
ondary .credential; and Mrs. Lois
Johnson Speer for the special sec
ondary credential in music.
Jane Gordon was given a leave of
absence before the close of the sem
ester to permit her taking over the
music instruction in the Lincoln,
California, high school. All of the
students receiving their elementary
credential are teaching, Ardythe
(See 12 Seek Credential, p. 2, col. 5)

MARINES ON THE
MARCH
Many Marines will leave the cam
pus of the College of Pacific next
week and will advance on new fron
tiers. A company of twenty men in
cluding: Douglas Ashton, Nicholas
Barbaratto, Irwin Barnickol, Fran
cis Cabrall, Frank Clifford, James
Duryea, Eugene Egbert, William
Foelker, Albert Garcia, John Hart
nett, Benard Higgins, Francis
Holmes, William Kelly, Jack Lagoria, Leroy Long, Lawrence Luchetti,
Arthur McCaffray, Alfred Melcer,
Mario Pera, and John Schaeffer will
(See Marines March, page 2, col. 4)

"The Assumption of the Virgin"
by Calisto Piazza da Lodi arrived
here from New York last Monday
and will soon be installed in the
south transept of the Morris Chap
el.
One of the great "old masters" of
religious art, "The Assumption of
the Virgin" has been presented to
the College of the Pacific's Morris
Chapel as a gift from Samuel H.
Kress of New York.
PIPE ORGAN ALSO KRESS GIFT
Mr. Kress, national merchandiser
and famed in the art world for his
collection of great paintings in his
New York home, has been keenly
interested in the development of the
chapel. The pipe organ installed in
the chapel last year is also a Kress
gift.
"Having learned that the newMorris Chapel is practically com
plete," said Kress in his letter,
"with the exception of a religious
painting in the south transept, and
believing that this edifice will be a
fitting and appropriate place to dis
play such a painting by a distin
guished Italian master, I take plea
sure in donating to the College of
the Pacific the painting, "The As
sumption of the Virgin" by Calisto
Piazza da Lodi, Brescian, active in
the first half of the sixteenth cen
tury. I hope its exhibition in the
chapel, where It will be perpetually
exposed to a large number of each
rising generation in your locality,
may tend to encourage a greater in
terest in, and fuller appreciation of,
fine art."
NINE BY FIVE FT.
Approximately nine feet high and
five feet wide on wood panel, thepainting is divided into an upper
and lower zone by a band of dark
cloud. The upper zone represents
the coronation of the Virgin, with
the figure of Christ holding a crown
above her head. The lower zone de
picts the assumption of the Virgin,
placed in logical relation to the cor
onation, and shows the 12 apostles
kneeling at the tomb of Mary and
looking up at the heavenly scene.
(See picture on page 2)

12 C.O.P. Students
Receive Teaching
Credentials
Twelve College of the Pacific stu
dents have completed the require
ments for California teaching cre
dentials this term, according to the
announcement of Dr. J. Marc Jant
zen, dean of the School of Educa
tion.
Recommended to the State of Cal
ifornia for the general elementary
credentials are Ardyth Bock, Mrs.
Cristel Enns, Marine Hughes, Ger
trude Louch and Marjory Mehl. All
of these students are in teaching
appointments, Miss Bock in the
Lodi school system and the other
five in Stockton elementary schools.
General secondary credential re
commendations go to Marion Fer
gusson, Catherine Flor, Jane Gor
don, Norma Marquis and James
Watson.
Miss Gordon was given a leave of
absenoe before the close of the sem
ester to permit her to take over
music instruction in the Lincoln
(Calif.) High School. Daughter of
Robert B. Gordon, Pacific band di(See Credentials, page 4, col. 5)
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Will Grace Morris Chapel

J. C. Graduates
(Continued from page 1)
mon, Elizabeth; Hawkins, Cather
ine; Hayward, Muriel; Healy, Marylou; Heiland, Helen; Hill, Delmar,
Hogan, Elizabeth; Honnold, Win
nie; Hoskins, Patricia; Huffman,
Harlen; Hunter, Jean; Hunter,
Joan; Jensen, Virginia.
Jeung, Lillian; Johnsen, Richard;
'•Cent, Mary Elizabeth; Kerr, Gerildean; King, Bruce; Kotoff, Ann;
Kuechler, Jane; Leffler, Melva;
Longhcre, Dolores; Marble, Patti;
Mast, Janet; McClintock, Alta; Mc
Donald, Donald. Melcher, Freda;
Mulholland, Norman; Nikkei, MarXie.
Prior, Marian; Smythe, Carolyn;
Thompson, Betty Ann; Thyret, Lor•aine; Trachiotis, Dorothy; WeiTum, Irene; Witherow, Lois; Wolfe,

1044

Marines March

12 Seek Creden

(Continued from page j.
land and establish a beach-head on Bock in the Lodi elementary
Parris Island and then attempt to and the other five in Stockti
advance to Quantico, for officer mentary schools.
NEED REMAINS GREAT
training.
The need for well-qualifie(1
Five other men including: Allan
Bankus, George Hofbauer, Harold ers remains great, emphasizes
Hubbard, Harvey Johnson, and Jo Jantzen. He predicts that th
seph Koler are being transferred to ply of new teachers in Can
the University of California where will not meet the demand for
they will pursue various engineer al years after cessation of ^
ies, because the enrollment in
ing courses.
er-training courses in all j,
Louis Ittmann. will go direct to
tions has been much lower tha
Quantico for his officer training, as
mal for the past two years, an
he went through his "boot camp"
continue thus for several ye
previous to attending the College
come. He urges any incoming
of Pacific.
iors who may be interested j
paring for elementary teach]
Margaret; Eilert, Virginia; Kirshsee Mrs. Velma McCall, while
man, Mary; Larson, Carolyn; Maca
thinking of high school tea
come to see him.
(Continued from page 1)

as seen in

The above picture is a reproduction of the famed "old master" paint
ing of "The Assumption of t!he Virgin" which has been presented to
Pacific's Chapel by Samuel H. Kress of New York from his great art
Collection. It is the second gift with which Mr. Kress has honored the
College, the first being the great chapel organ.

Junior fashions that are tops for
spring classroom and campus wear
• • . fresh and flattering in styles
and materials that are definitely eyecatchers. Sizes 9 to 17.

*7 95 * $|495

green, sizes 12 to 40. Right, white dot
on brown, navy, green or black, cm /^\05

THIRD FLOOR

THE STERLING
MAIN AND HUNTER

o s and stripes are American stars in these
infinitely wearable Georgiana frock:
In Cortey Rayon Crepe trimmed with white.
Left, white stripes on navy, red, brown,

STOCKTON

sizes 16 to 44 or 14V2 to 24V2.

±U

KATTEN AND MARENGO
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SPORTS PARADE
By FRANK HOLMES

—

basketball writer Al Melcer takes over this final

'Jitor Holmes Ed.)
lor
today another term of intercollegiate sports at the College of

a part of
* e and enviable record that Pacific has acquired. To say this has
long
'°n basketball season of an unusual nature would be an understate-

C-c passes from the reality of the present to become

FRANK HOLMES, Editor

Women's Hall, Town Coach Stagg Calls
Lead W.A.A. Tourney For March Workouts

By Carroll Doty
The best college football and the
,ent of no small means.
best college basketball teams on the
coast. That's what we've had the
war has affected people in all walks of life throughout the
For,
leasure of writing about, while
id it has had a most profound influence on America's world of sports
watching Amos Alonzo Stagg's and
°r onJj. have the major portions of youth been inducted into the armed
Chris Kjeldsen's Bengals cavort up
®ot °
but traveling facilities have been drastically curtailed.
•fVlCvSi
and down the coast.
College of the Pacific fortunately enough had at its command some
So, how about a few memories.
Bluejackets and Marines. Many institutions found it necessary to
18
orego competition altogether. Decisions of Stanford and Santa Clara
A LONG WAY BACK
Town 41, Coop-Manor 13
dve up athletics for the duration removed many of the familiar rivalIt's a long way back to September
Feb. 15—Coop-Manor over Alpha
tliat the West Coast has always looked forward to so keenly
18 and the first football game with
Theta (default)
Lt. Joe Verducci's Coast Guard, but
SPORTS ARE INTEGRAL PART OF NATION
Town 31, Tee Kay 20
But to the man in the service who is "over there," the world of
not too long to forget Johnny Po
Women's Hall 26, Epsilon
iports has come to be an integral and all-important factor in making
desto rifling a shoulder high, 1522
the culture of his country, a nation whose very character of individuyard pass to Carl Lueder with two
Feb. 17—Women's Hall over Alpha
jity is so perfectly typified on the field of sport
minutes to go, and the glue fingered
Theta (Default)
And so, to Pacific in the year 1944, fell the singular distinction of
end from St Martins dragging
Town over Epsilon (de
aving its venerable Dean of American football coaches receive the
Gonzy Morales over the last chalk
fault)
iward for having done the most in the world of sports during the curmark with him for the winning TD
. . .and the great defensive play of
THE STANDINGS
ent year.
To us, that is the greatest honor that could be paid anyone in this, Team
Art McCaffray and Willie Boyarski
Won Lost Pet.
for Pacific. . . . Quentin Greenough
time of war and destruction.
Women's Hall ... 3
0
1.000
Mr. Stagg wasn't the most successful mentor of the campaign, nor Town
and Chuck McDowell for the Guard
3
0
1.000
smen. There after the game, sur
10 we argue that he was the most efficient. 'This award does not carry Coop-Manor
1
1
-500
rounded by nearly every sports
hat meaning with it. But we are proud that he was recognized and Epsilon
1
2
.333
hack in San Francisco, Amos Alon
ewarded as being the one man who has done the most to keep America Tee Kay
0
2
.000
zo Stagg was "pleased", as he was
•hat it has been; to teach fair play; to mold young men after the model Alpha Theta
0
3
.000
to be so many times during the sea
if the man-god; and to bring a note of relief and happiness to our boys
son, with the performances of his
11 over the world.
THANK YOU, AMOS ALONZO STAGG
boys.
Pacific and all of the nation say, "Thank you, Mr. Stagg, and to all
SENOR GIRALDO
ho have striven to attain the same goal as you."
After the Coast Guard came St
Marys Pre Flight, UCLA, California,
And the hardwood floors found the drowning, steady sound of the
Del Monte. . . and Southern Calif
asaba whirling up and down night after night. College of the Pacific,
College of the Pacific played the
ornia. The sports writers continued
inder the guidance of the very popular and congenial Chris Kjeldsen, cream of California service and col
to pound out their copy. Bill Leiser,
iroduced thrills and chills in quantity during the past four months
lege cage teams during the season cer.
LUISETTI AT FORWARD
Harry Borba, Ernie Cope, Prescott
They were quite successful in their efforts, and to Captain Frank just passed.
The team: Forwards, Angelo Lui Sullivan. . . and the good Senor
Domenlchlni, Johnny McCann, Ricih O'Keefe, Darrell Brown, Andy Wolfe,
Following is an all-opponent team,
Bob Fairwell, Ed Fennelly, Clark Porter, John Miller, Frank Clifford, made up of players who have per setti, St. Mary's Pre-Flight and Jim Clyde Giraldo, Pacific'e staunchest
Jim Turner, Bill Milhaupt, Norm West, and Charley Cook go our con formed well on the night they tan Pollard, Coast Guard; Center supporter among the "gentlemen"
ciliations.
gled with the Kjeldsen-men. It was George Ziegenfuss of St. Mary's Pre of the press.
Then came the end of the. first
Never will we who sat in the Men's Gymnasium in Berkeley forget chosen by Sports Editor Frank Flight; Guards, Wayne Hooper of
he calm, poised Pacific five which defeated California's Golden Bears, Holmes, Associate Editor Carroll California and Bob Alameida of term . . . gone was All America
John Podesto to Parris Island, tak
the Southern Conference champions; nor do we hope to see better bas Doty, and basketball writer Al Mel-•Livermore.
ing the very heart and soul of the
ketball than that exhibited against St. Mary's Pre-Flight.
Tiger blitzkrieg with him. COP nev
FAR CRY FROM THE RHINE VALLEY
er was the same after the Modesto
These boys gave up their spare time, which means so much to a servFlash left. Gone, too were Earl Klap« man, to participate on a field of battle—which is a far cry from that
By BOB KLINGER
the Rhine Valley.
In the days of "Texas Gabardines" and white "T" shirts during the stein, Bert Gianelli, and Ray AhlTo those of us who say goodbye to Pacific, we do so with many fond hot days of July, Coach Jackson organized the first intramural league strom . . . four players that meant
emembrances and although our stay here has been short, it has been softball. Barracks D, with Palmer Kalajian pitching, loomed as the the difference between defeat and
"deed pleasant,
team to beat in the league. Building A-l, with "Okie Edwards, the victory when the chips were down
We do hope that intercollegiate competition will continue wherever fast, round house, left-handed pitcher, came undefeated in competition. . . . but we still had "Triple A" Mc
•oaaible: and if the difficulties encountered seem insurmountable, bear
The day of the game came with the odds being behind D, with hard Caffray.
n m'hd that the effort is worthy the result.
hitters Turner, Podesto, O'Keefe, and West. Every man in the Navy A TOUGH LIFE
And still the Bengal juggernaut
and the Marines was there rooting for his mates to come through.
moved on . . . over Herrn WedeA-l WINS IN STORYBOOK FINISH
Barracks D took an early lead in the second inning by scoring two meyer and Co. and Yuma Army Air
runs. From the second to the last half of the fifth the game was a pitch Base, coached by former Stagg-puers' battle. The Navy men were continually being sent down swing with pil, Capt. Clem Swaggerty. And oh,
that Fresno trip. Oooo la-la. Senor
Kalajian pitching invincible ball. Edwards, who was wild in the early
By DON WESTOVER
Giraldo,
. . . side kick Julie Leone
e cental and physical reactions to the Navy endurance test part of the game, had settled down to hold the Marines scoreless in the
. . . fighter
Young Corbett . . .
third, fourth, fifth, and sixth innings.
"Broadway" Jones . . . the Fresno
he h16- ^ those who participate with a cold calculating eye. At
In the last half of the fifth the Navy men, with a series of bunts and
eginning of each quarter all V-12 personnel must undergo gru- hits, put over two runs to tie up the score. In the first of the seventh the Bee's Eddie Oraian . . . steaks at
en<*urance- For months each man has worked and
midnight . . . radio interviews . . .
weat aS'S
Marines put over a run to take the lead. In the last half of the last
n-i himself into a state of physical perfection
who said sports writing is tough?
inning
the
Navy
men
came
through
with
a
storybook
finish
to
take
the
•ERE WE GO!
Disaster came December 11, for
game by the score of 6-5, and the intramural championship.
The day of this triumph dawns. Eager young men whip their
the second time in one season, in
COMPETITION GROWS KEENER
3 and bodies into a high degree
the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum
After the bitter battle for the championship in softball, the compe ... a terrific March Field team
Next,
for
the
participants,
we
' efflciency. At first
there is
have that muscle-tearing stunt tition grew keener among the Barracks. Director Jackson started up taking the Tigers apart on a sloppy
sens&tion in the stomchlT
known quaintly to the initiates as a new intramural sport, Basketball.
field, 19-0. The train ride down . . .
j B
these young stalwarts as the Sit-Ups. This exercise consists
This time Barracks A-l looked good on paper with Edwards, Wolfe, Frankle Holmes and Joey Ferem
y enter the Hall of Physical CulJrf
of lying horizontally projected on and Brown leading the team. Again the Marines from D loomed as the aquiring wives on the way . . . din
Before the whistle blows for one's back with hands folded be outstanding contenders. Playing for this team was the outstanding
ing car serenade, a laVerutti, Gar
l5eg®n a hrief moment is
Wm
hind the head as if preparing to Dick O'Keefe. Again the Navy men breezed through the league un cia, McCaffray, Lacey, while porters
warming and loosening up, bask in the sun, but no such luck defeated.
stared and passengers smiled.
Jme Physiological explanation
He must then without bending ei VOLLEYBALL CAME NEXT
leir bodies
PODESTO OR JACOBS?
are drawn into tight ther leg touch one knee with the
The next intramural sport was volleyball and again the Navy men
The L.A. newsboys telling "Double
idles of ner
ves and ligaments be opposite elbow, thus making a con
from Barracks A-l walked through the league undefeated. The same A" he had been elected "Coach of
aFe
nd ^
objected to the tre- tortion worthy of the finesse of an combination of Wolfe, Brown, and Edwards led the team to the cham
the Year" . . . Senor Giraldo again
if JjU"' Physical and mental strain Apache dancer. By now every nerve
pionship.
. a trek out to Hoot Gibson's
VUlg
lai *
' grimlet eyed CPO's and muscle is screaming at this out
The next intramural sport organized under the sponsorship of the Painted Post with Charley Curryer
^ them perform
rage perpetrated by their owner. new league directors, Larry Seimering and Jim Watson, was football. after the game . . . seeing a story
L
'n the series is called the Every ligament fairly screams for Barracks C and A-2 fought it out for the title, with the Bluejackets we authored on Larry Seimering in
Braven Dyer's column. . . . trying to
hrl Ttl'Ust' Whereupon each man a much needed rest without success! winning, 7-0, mainly on the strong passing arm of Johnny Parino.
tl S
The fellows are then led once
The last itramural league of this term was another round of basket pick out players from the mile-high
Up ' body to the floor and picks
rithpp83 many times as possible more into an exercise that would ball, in which Barracks B and C finished in a tie for the league's lead. Coliseum press box. . . arguing with
the S'Xt"* sll°rt seconds. There rival the most famous medieval tor C, led by Frank Holmes, came through in the playoff, 33-24, and walked Al Santoro over the merits of Po
desto or Jack Jacobs when it comes
ho d St0ry of one rugged youth ture yet known to mankind, even off with the title.
'he
r°PPed on his face; the last by certain little yellow friends far
to passing. . . agreeing that Art Mc
Nomination
for
the
intramural
athlete
of
the
year:
Palmer
Kalajian.
t
—
uis
race;
N as
heard of him he was still across the Pacific. We now try to Peekay," as he is known to his mates, has played outstandingly in Caffray is the nation's greatest linewre
(See Doty Sports, page 4, col. 2)
every sport and deserves the honor.
(See Nijinsky, page 4, col. 1)
tbe

Following is a partial list of the
scores for the W.A.A. volleyball
tournament held recently. Games
were played each Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons in the gym
nasium.
Feb. 10—Epsilon 40, Alpha Theta 13
Women's Hall 32. Tee Kay

Hank Luisetti
On Star Five

The College of the Pacific Tigers,
under the leadership of the Coach
of the Year. Amos Alonzo Stagg,
will begin spring practice in March,
it was announced this week.
Going into his 55th year of coach
ing, Mr. Stagg plans to hold prac
tice for all those interested in foot
ball. This practice will be unique
in the sense that those participat
ing will be taught the essence of
the Stagg system. Also included in
plans by Coach Stagg will bo a
diversified system of teaching ach
participant how to play every posi
tion on the team, which will be of
great benefit for those thinking of
taking up coaching for a career af
ter the war.
The Pacific varsity will lose many
lettermen by the time football sea
son rolls around again, but Mr.
Stagg will still be able to field a
team built around a nucleus left
from last year's successful squad.
Among those leaving before next
fall will be Barney Barnickol, Frank
Holmes, John Ceccarelli, Captain
Art McCaffray, Tom Clark, Hugh
Lacey, Bob Hilson. and Al Garcia.
Remaining will be enough play
ers to form two teams at the end
of spring practice for a game that
will give Tiger rooters a taste of
what's to come in the 1944 season.

On the Intramural Scene

Nifinsky
Never
WasLike
This! — NPT-S Strength Test
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Nijinsky

Doty Sports

time before bowing by one point. . .
the guarding of Frank Dominechini
. . . and first, last, and always, A1
Melcer, Pacific's cage expert deluxe.

On sent a quel point il doit
A la fuite utile des jours.

French Department
Conducts Contest

(Continued from page 3)
(Continued from page 3)
II marche dans la plaine
make stretcher cases of those who man.
Va, vient lance la graine au
A $10 prize will be offered for
have thus far managed to struggle
The impressions of the season
The officiating at some of the
Rouvre sa main et recomoien(
through. The Push-Ups are faced were many . . . the most tense being home games . . . somewhat stinko translating the following French Et je medite, obscur temoin
by these marvels of physical per the final seconds of the California . . . the new school scoring record poem. Competition is open to any
fection with more than a little faint- game . . . Johnny Ceccarelli and Jim set by Brown . . . 235 points and a and all students in the College of Pendant que, deployant ses ness. The push-up consists of lying Watson were the two most under game to go . . . old one was 218 set the Pacific or the Stockton Junior L'ombre, ou se mele une run
face down on the floor and lifting rated players . . . the iron man in 1940. . . Bob Fairwell and Ed College. The Contest ends April 15. Semble elargir jusqu'aux etoiie
one's entire weight off the floor. Af stunts of McCaflfray, Klapstein, and Fennelly . . . "gold dust twins", so All poems should be sent to Miss Le geste auguste du semeur
ter the first attempt a gremlin leaps Ceccarelli . . . Verutti and those says Melcer. . . George Hoflfbauer M. Ruth Smith, French Depart
Prize is offered by Miss y
into your mind saying "Stop, fool! perfect southpaw tosses . . . the USC and Palmer Kalajian . . . super ment. Judges will be Dean Fred L.
Farley, Miss M. Ruth Smith and Smith
You'll never have to do this across game, fair or foul?. . "Presto John fans.
the Pacific anyway!" But still the ston's towering boots . . . and on in
Mr. Leonard L. O'Bryon.
(Note—For correct accent n
HANK'S STILL TOPS
deeply engraved idea to die fighting to the night
Wigs,
contestants should check
SAISON DES SEMAILLES
Jim Pollard coming to town
triumphs.
Miss Smith. Our printer dy
THEN CAME BASKETBALL
Luisetti's still the greatest of them
IE SOIR
have the accents in stock Ej
SQUINT, SQUAT, STOOP
Then there was basketball. .
all . . . playing Hammer Field in
Then onward to the next do-or- likeable Chris Kjeldsen turning out barn . . . blond dynamite—Johnny C'est le moment crepusculaire.
die affair, known as the Squat- a team capable of following in the McCann . . . Commander Rokes,
Ce reste de jour dont s'eclaire
Jumps. This exercise consists of go footsteps of the Staggmen . . . fancy steady fan.
La derniere heure du travail.
ing into a series of deep squats, Rich CKeefe . . . steady "Decay
And not forgetting the Pacific and
(Continued from page l)
then leaping upward during which Brown . . . southpaw Andy Wolfe . . Navy athletic staff . . . "Doc Breed- Dans les terres, de nuit baignees,
time the legs are crossed and hands giving Hank Luisetti and Co. a bad en and Earl Jackson, directors of J e contempltj, emu, les haillons
rector, she won her Bachelor';
joined above the head. This exer
athletics . . . "Lonnie" and Stella D'un vieillard qui jette a poignees gree last year. Watson has beei
cise reminds one of superman leap ers now come racing out on the field Stagg . . . Larry Seimering, old La moisson future aux sillons.
structing in physical educatlot
ing into the upper stratosphere or to pick up the once proud remnants blood and guts", our idea of
the Pacific campus during the
Sa haute silhouette noire
Nijinsky in a series of his claudian of a potential naval officer.
rent term and played center on
great coach of the future . . . popu
Due to the horribly suspicious lar Chris Kjeldsen . . . and Jim Wat Domine les p rofonds labours.
movements. Finally bones and mus
1943 Pacific football team.
cles are unable to stand this terrific minds of the CPO's, some men must son from the gridiron. . . .
Mrs. Lois Johnson Speer is rec
abuse and in the midst of the fairy not only go through this trial by
And so ends 32 weeks of alterna- mended for the special seconc
The Navy's Ensign Johnston
like leaps collapse in the attitude fire once, but often times, twice. It head man . . . Chief Specialist's ely . . . thrilling . . . delerious .
credential in music.
of a punctured balloon.
is a common fact that the Chiefs "Amby" Schindler, USC Rose Bowl suspenseful . . never a dull moment
In announcing these credet
exhibit sadistic tendencies during hero . . . King . . . Clark . . . ranger sports. Will we, or anyone at Pacific winners, Jantzen emphasized
But no, we don't stop! We can
'
we must first hoist our bruised, bat this ordeal.
exercises . . the long horn . . . the for that matter, ever see anything still mounting demand for well-q;
One might think that there is an obstacle course.
tered bodies in a series of heart
to match it again?
fled teachers in California.
tearing performances known as the end to this story, but such is not LAST BUT NOT LEAST
Pull-Ups. This is done by lifting the case. For weeks following this
Last but not least, drum beater
the entire weight of one's body off affair every movement of each mus Art Farey, as likeable and coopera
the ground, by using the arms as cle one has, and some that he had tive a guy as you'd ever want to
levers and hands as supports from never known about causes great meet . . . with plenty on the ball.
physical and mental anxiety.
an overhanging horizontal bar.

Credentials

Rose

King's

STRETCHER BRIGADE

The Quality

Relief at last. The stretcher bear

Yost Bros.

Fox California

Friedberger's

Now Showing

Jewelry for the Service

"No Time for Love"

Style Store for
Men

Pharmacy

Jeweler

ANYTHING EXCELLENT
IN DRUGS

PACIFIC AVENUE

Pacific Avenue

Man and Co-ed

Sunday
"Madame Curie"

Main Street

THE WONDER

330 E. Main St.

three

EXCLUSIVE SALE OF

forty

east

main

HART SCHAFFNER

Telephone 6-6324

AS ALWAYS

& MARX

Orsi's

Let's Meet At

This Spring You

£7kot&

Jolly Well Want

SUITS & TOPCOATS

1910 Pacific Ave.

Show 'Em First
Yost

PASTRY and DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready
Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

Bill Lunt
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

CRAIG

3216 Pacific Ave.

English Casuals

Logan's
DISTINCTIVE
PORTRAITURE
SINCE 1896
20 N. San Joajuin
Phone 2-2148

On Pacific Avenue

Charles A.

In Soap'n Water

Haas

Prints by Crown

Jewelers

Vivacious little prints, these,
of wonderful Irelin, a Crown |

GRAND
ICE
CREAM
In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer saggesfions for jour demerta.

We Specialize

spun rayon fabric; guaran
teed washable, permanent

in
Identification

finish, pre-shrunk. Adorable
shirtraakers and fwo-piece styles, smooth, tailore

Bracelets

8.98

PHONE 7-7095
1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

MAm STREET

BUY

WAR

BONDS

AND

STAM?

1
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"Windy" Returns From
South Pacific

Off Mike ... Former Pacifictes
By ELINOR SIZELOVE
SCHEDULE
Monday—Beside the Bookshelf

Back to the good old U.S.A. and his old stomping grounds the
10:45
College of the Pacific has come Marshall Windmiller, returning Monday—Swing Classics
5:15
from active duty somewhere in the South Pacific for the past four Tuesday—Pacific Musicale ... 5:15
months.
Wednesday—Pacific Personalities
ERC MEMBER

5:15

Lt. (jg) Wilson Kelly leads his
squadron at an advanced Solomon
Island Air base with three zeroes
positively accounted for and three
probable. This record was hung up
when he shot down one Zero, set a
second afire and then crash-landed
after his breaks and landing gear
controls had been shot away by a
Zero's 20 mm. cannon.

Marshall, son of Mr. Louis Windmiller, Registrar of the Junior Thursday—Children's Hour . . 5:15
College, was one of the many fellows who left on those two Grey Friday—Experimental Theatre 4:00
By BRUCE BALES
hound busses last March when the
• * •
ALTERNATES
Army called the Enlisted Reserve
)VS OF THE WEEK:
Wednesday—Campus Clipbook 5:15
Gale Hosklns recently graduated
V-5 Corps to active duty.
Friday—Monodrama
4:00 from a year of study in basic metertbis week 15 Pac'fic
»uon) students received their
After the fellows were in Monte
RADIO STAGE
ology at Pomona 'College, Clare^
Nine men are to report to rey for a week, each one went in
Another week goes by and still mont, California. Pvt. Hoskins was
Vavy Flight Preparatory School his own direction. Marshall spent
no air-time for Radio Stage. How one of a group of the Army Air
ever, Mr. Betz assures and encour Forces picked, volunteer soldier-stu
California Polytechnic Institute, his first three months of Army life
ages us that come next semester dents for specialized duties.
Luis Obispo on March 16:
at Camp Kohler, California, where
HI
• • •
Radio Stage will go on the air as
he underwent basic and pre-radio
John Allen
a regular weekly show once more.
training. From there he was sent
Cadet William Groshong has suc
Fred Arthur
KWG did offer an available half- cessfully completed basic flight
to Davis University where he regob Bailey
hour Wednesday night of this week. training and graduated from the
cieved training in the Signal Corps.
Gary Dakln
However, it was not accepted as it Marona Army Air Field, Tuscon,
On October 16, 1943, he encoun
Philip Fairlie
was not to be regular time.
tered one of the biggest adventures
Ariz. He will be sent to advanced
Albert Ferre
of his life. He was leaving Camp
SWING CLASSICS
Alan McKae
flight school.
Dex Mayhood and his "Stompers
Stoneman, Pittsburg, California, to
Lawrence Waldron
have made quite a hit on this Mon
Don McKlnley has received his
board a transport ship.
Andrew Wolfe
day afternoon show produced and wings as a glider pilot and appoint
The six men who are to report MEETS WARREN
directed by Les Abbott. Nice going ment as a flight
TA.R.M.A.C. duty March 6, at
officer at the
One day while he was on deck
Dex—only wish you could be with "Home of the Winged Commandos"
jl Ajr Transport Squadron VR-4
of the transport, he thought he
Nival Auxiliary Air Station Oakat South Plains Army Air Field,
us next semester.
saw a familiar face. Upon ap
A I,HA EPSILON OM1CRON
' ld Airport, Oakland California
Lubbock, Texas.
proaching the person, he discov
Members of A.E.O. met yesterday
» • •
if:
ered it to be one of his former col
afternoon to discuss and consider
Aviation Cadet Chet Fierce has
Earl Biehn
leagues, Bob Warren, who is a mer
those persons qualified for member started basic training at Gardner
Carroll Bravo
chant seaman.
On their way
ship in the national radio fraternity. Field, Taft.
William Dossett
across the pond, they became quite
Those eligible will remain anony
• • •
Edwin Groves
friendly, but they had to depart
Marshall Windmiller
mous until the invitations are sent
Alfred Lamborn
The
rank
of
captaincy was recent
when Marshall's company was em
out and initiation begins. And it ly bestowed upon Lt. Wilmer 'Bill
Paul Patten
barked on an island. Bob was
will be up to you new members to Schroebel who is now with the 5th
At exactly 1630 (4:03 p.m.) leave
headed for the Russell Islands or
keep the radio organization alive
il irta. Think of it 10 whole days of
Army Infantry in Italy.
somewhere thereabout.
HOARDERS
and going. Congratulations, I hope
fitedom, from books, six o'clock
• » •
Marshall was shifted around on
The
P.X.
"Thin
Man"
visited
us
there'll be a large group of you go
Hit the Decks," classes, and chow,
Second Lieutenant Maude Metcalf
various Islands somewhere in the yesterday, bringing with him price
whole days to visit families,
ing in!
recently received her commission in
South Pacific, but he remained the less gifts from the land of enchant
RADIO WRITING AND PRO
fri ends, and home towns. 10 whole
the Marine Corps Women's Reserve
longest at the French Island, New ment.
DUCTION OFFERED
days to renew old acquaintances
when she successfully passed exam
Caledonia. Just what he did and
Building E is now infested with
Next semester a new course in
J make new ones. 10 whole days
how he did it is still a military se two of the most vicious, grasping radio will be offered by Mr. Betz inations at Camp Lejeune, New Riv
freedom. It seems as though we
cret and not to be revealed until hoarders that have so far eluded the and Dr. Olson. The writing of shows er, North Carolina. She writes that
lOuld really be excited now, but
after the war.
clutching tentacles of the O.P.A. will be handled by Dr. Olson and it was a great thrill to have her
^eVe not. The explanation is not
While on Caledonia, Marshall Reform is at hand—an expose is actual production of the shows on commission handed to her by Lt.
It; your columnist is one of
Gen. Alexander A. Vandergrift, hero
says that he was a jump ahead of demanded.
the air by Mr. Betz. The course is
that small group of thirty sailors
of Guadalcanal and now command
niost of the American soldiers as
These
two
cynical
characters
are
open
to
those
of
you
who
are
inter
ho Is scheduled to leave this sehe knew how to speak French John L. Duncan Tull, and "Teeth" ested but is restricted to Senior ant of the Marine Corps.
i tester for Midshipmen's School.
Lt. Gordon Hoops recently receiv
which really helped him to get Malquist.
Flashing
tremendous College.
' i'e do not get 10 whole days of
ed his commission at Brook Field,
around on the island. He said that sums of capital, they purchased an
NEW SCHEDULE
i reedom; we get four. (These men
he surprised himself in speaking estimated 5,000 boxes of Kleenex
Remember that next semester the Texas.
I ave to report back to Stockton on
and understanding French in his the poor man's linen, 500 eight- radio schedule will be different and
Aviation Cadet Warren E. TownI 'ehruary 29, in order to leave the
coversations with the people, but ounce candy bars of Hershey and with perhaps a few new programs send, son of Mr. and Mrs. Louis E.
i ext day for the East.) And we're
then that is what four years of other spices. Now the renegades So, be sure and consult the Weekly Townsend, 495-32d Ave., San Fran
rendering if it would be correct to
French did for him. . . .
roam the campus and emit the ut for the day and hour of your favor cisco, Calif., has reported at Carls
'all these four days "freedom."
bad, New Mexico, Army Air Field,
VIVE LA FRANCE!
terance
"Why don't you come up to ite Pacific radio shows.
here are obligations and a thouOne incident which Marshall my room and see my Kleenex to THANKS FOR THE MEMORY!
where he will receive advanced
and and one things to do before
thought would look a little corny in the poor unsuspecting coeds.
flight training in high-level bomRadio rehearsals can be work
March 1. On top of this we have
print, but we think may show the LEAVE APPROACHES
but great fun too. For example bardiering and dead-reckoning navi
"odb.ves, never a pleasant task,
good international relationship spir
Time has come again for the while rehearsing "His Name Shall gation.
lut don't think that these four days
its among soldiers is the following weary and tattered medicos to un Be Remembered," "Marty" Batti
The Carlsbad Army Air Field is
"wit appreciated! It is just that
conversation which Marshall en fasten their worn-out lab aprons Iana was playing three roles, work the newest bombardier school in the
>e have more important things to
countered with a French soldier. shave, grease their bushy locks ing sound effects (one of which was Army Air Forces Training Com
hlnk about than the immediate
The French soldier said to him: down with formaldehyde and head crying like a baby!), and working mand.
l"o»pect of several days' leave.
"You are a soldier American! I am for points unknown.
During the eighteen weeks train
music at the same time. It was
Be're all looking beyond and for
a soldier French! We are brothers.
Jack Van Antwerp, E's closest re really a laugh!
ing course Cadet Townsend will
ward to the new role that we are
Vive la France!"
semblance to Hirohito's best, heads
And then the songs that Jack study bombardiering and dead-reck
fjxxit to venture upon in this rapAfter being home for twenty days
Hartnett, Joe Ferem, and Howard oning under simulated combat con
for Chicago.
<"y changing order of things. . .
Marshall again returned to active
Slow talking but fast thinking Lenz donated as free talent during ditions. On graduation he will be
't* farewell to college officially
duty, only this time in a different Jackson planes out for Salt Lake intermissions was the real thing! awarded his silver bombardier's
1 "*• Some of us may be sent to
branch of the Army. Last Tuesday
Especially Jack's rendition of "The wings and will be ready for active
City.
"lieges for the next few months,
"I got it from too much horse Music Starts" as Frank Sinatra. duty as an officer in the Army Air
>ut the training received will all evening he left for Keesler Field,
Beloxi, Mississippi.
back riding" Cluff again plans to And there was, being annoyed by Forces.
definitely and distinctly tied up
He is a former student of the
mine gold in the wild wastes of Ari Marc Lees and quibbling with Bill
*"h the part the Navy expects us
o Play in the not too distant future, the Pacific of today Is not the Pa zona.
White, and being pleasantly sur Stockton, Jr. College, Stockton,
A. J. Guida will speed to "You prized by Jeanne Hall's excellent Calif.
"tore elective courses—no more clflc of the past. We sense It every
'V"'an Instructors — no more wo- day. We noticed lt In our own know what that town is noted for portrayal on Radio Stage.
And the night that Radio Stage
71 n in classes. At last we can see schools before It was time to leave. San Carlos.
J. J. Grubb of the Kreml ad fame, went on the air a few seconds early
"r Wfty clear. The big work all Somewhere In the back of our imag
t * ahead, but we're looking for- inations we have created an Image treks to colorful Calaveras County, and announcer, Fred Wilkerson
By DON WESTOVER
ard to it with preparation and an- of the College of the Pacific In the nature lover or something of that pulled a boner by fooling merely
Edgar Willis Zumwalt, common
and saying, "Stand by for one min
'r>1,'0n' Cmmdr. Rokes, Lt. Nor- Spring in normal times. It is a sort.
ly called Bud, that well-known fig
Ol' Salt Barr, the biology fiend,
ute" and then seeing that we actual
* '* • Ens. Johnston, C.P.O.'s Schin- beautiful picture; it is the one we
ure about the campus, has more to
is heading for the bushes in search ly were on the air gasped, "My gosh,
„ r ^ng, Clark, and Stone, and choose to remember.
his character than meets the eye.
hey kids we're on the air."—But
of specimens.
• • •
" lege of the Pacific have seen to
His happy - go - lucky personality
even
butches can be funny and one
Harpsicord
Peddicord.
the
man
Ve
^
who are leaving Pacific
It's a funny thing, but your writ
s
hides a distinguished mind and a
"rratefui to these officers, in- er is getting tired of saying good with the lurid past, is going to get learns what not to say and do the completely able mah!
,u"iors and the institution. We
bye to papers and school publica a store-bought haircut in Redwood next time.
t
Since Zumwalt was born, in Sac
So thanks a lot to Mr. Betz and
grateful to the women, Pa- tions. We did it in the home town, City.
ramento, March 11, 1924, he has
Fast Movin' Espo plans to slow you kids who helped to keep radio
s oo-eds. who have made our
in high school, and in junior col
consistently proved his ability to
(See Off Mike, page 6, col. 2)
* here a pleasant one.
lege. So we won't say goodbye to down at Point Sublime.
lead. This was shown by an out
Willie Agcherry has reserved a
• » •
the Pacific Weekly readers, and
standing
record as a member of the
berth under the table at the Holly "Determined Will" Forney, "Silent student government of Sacramento
®f th U°n * 'or£et the little College don't be surprised if you read our
George"
Herbert,
John
"Zeus"
Wat
wood Paladium. So it goes. .
hf '' Paclflc. It was on this beau- column sometime in the Plattsburg
son, "the Oklahoma Kid" Frank B High School. While yet a high
AUFWIEDERSEHEN
rampus
school prepster, he was not only ac
Platter!
"ni'r
that we donned our
Nine members from Building E Waldo, Tom "T. S." Hogan. and
Anchors aweigh! Hello Columbia
tive in the entertainment but also
and irmS' met our hrst shipmates,
are leaving for hospital duty prior "Sleepy" Cliff Wright.
in ni;>de our preparations. In pass- . . . Hello Plattsburg . . . Hello
active in the arts.
Seriously
though,
the
boys
from
to entering Med School. They are
His last care-free year at Sac Hi
' %0<lr columnist might add that San Luis Obispo . . . Hello Oak
"Zimbo" Zimmerman, Frank "I've E want to wish you all the good
was one of outstanding brilliance.
p^^gret not knowing Paclflc in land . . . Hello Asbury Park . . .
luck
and
smooth
sailing
the
winds
got an announcement to make"
time.
me'
that ,.^
one has to tell us Hello Harvard . . . HeUo Welles- Raney, John "Beans" Beanland, (See Cadaver Hall, page 6, col. 4) (See Popular Marine, page 6. col. 1)

»•

Cadaver Hall

Popular Marine

the scenes have changed, that ley.
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Tee Kay Honors
New Housemother

Pacific Girls
Audition For
Hour Of Charm

The alumni members of Tau Kap
pa Kappa were hostesses to the
members of Tee Kay at dinner last
evening which was held in honor of
Tee Kay's new housemother, Miss
Alice Gardner.
Miss Gardner, formerly of South
Carolina, is replacing Miss Florence
Wells, who has acted as temporary
housemother since November. The
purpose of the dinner was to closer
acquaint the alumni members,
members, and the new housemoth
er Mrs. G. W. White, president of
the Alumni Club, was chairman pf
the dinner.
Last week, the Mothers' Club of
Tau Kappa also held a bridge tea
in honor of the new housemother

Eckert Discusses

Petting at Marriag,
Forum

"Petting — why and why
ELAINE PETERSON, Editor
Three Pacific girls journeyed to
(heard to be mistakenly
Radio Station KPO last Sunday to
once Thursday^ as "Petting^
audition for the Hour of Charm ra
but how") was the subject of ,
dio program. They were Carol Dutture given Thursday afterm'"on,
tie, Ina Mae Redmon, and Leta
seventeenth, by Dr. Ralph Jy
Francis Darwin.
of the psychology department
The
Pacific
Co-operative
House
The girls had been recommended
It was attended by approx^
held a meeting Monday night at
to the Hour of Charm and they re
130 students who went away fe,
which officers were elected for the
cently received their auditioning
they had heard something not
spring term. Mary Winsor, presi
papers from General Electric, spon
worthwhile, but entertainingly
dent,
presided
over
the
meeting
as
Members of Epsilon Lambda Sig
sors of the Hour of Charm.
en.
If the auditioners prove success ma participated in the traditional these people were elected: Presi
Dr. Eckert led his audi,
dent,
Peggy
Gibson;
Scretary,
Ruth
ful, they will be asked to return to candlelight installation ceremony on
through the whys of petting, gj,
San Francisco and make record Thursday afternoon at 5 o'clock. Grodeon; Treasurer, Ann Hunt;
solid information with no pr
ings of their voices which will be The installation, conducted by Jane B o o k k e e p e r , M u r i e l H a y w a r d ;
dices attached.
sent to Cleveland, Ohio. There they Skinner, the outgoing president, was House Manager, Ruth Asay.
Following this,_ he enumerate,
The officers who will be in charge
will be judged by a committee com followed by a formal dinner and
detail the reasons for not pett
posed of members of the All Girls' meeting at which the newly in of other duties, such as social af
and if anyone went to the leq
fairs, orientation, etc., will be ap
Choir.
stalled officers presided.
with question marks in his mind
pointed by the house president.
If any of the girls are chosen,
lone Angwin, a senior student,
Last Sunday night a sailor and a garding the subject, they were s:
their transportation will be paid to was installed as president. Stie be
Marine walked into a night club in ly removed through Dr. Eckert's
Ohio, and they will appear on the came affiliated with Epsilon in 1942
San Francisco. The sailor took off telligent reasoning and guiding
Hour of Charm program. The Hour and previous to this honor, she has
his cap, and in his dark curly hair marks.
of Charm offers a year's contract, been Treasurer and Pledge Mother
The lecture was "straight ft
nestled a white mouse. The Marine
paying a salary of $150 a week, to of Epsilon and Mardi Gras Queen of
did not remove his cap, and as he the shoulder," quoting the speal
girls whom they audition and judge 1943.
left, a long mouse's tail could be and one of the best ever heard
competent for radio work.
Jeane Davis, has been elected
Zetagatheans held an election of seen hanging down his forehead be this campus.
vice-president. She is a junior stud officers on February 17, 1944.
tween his eyes.
This lecture was sponsored by
ent and at present is serving as
Betty Viets will hold the office of
When questioned later in the ter Marriage Forum, and signs on I
Business Manager of the Pacific President for a second term and her
minal, the boys said they were in campus will give information ft
(Continued from page 5)
Weekly.
officers include the following: Alice the South Pacific seven months ago time to time as to the dates oi
Bud not only found time to edit
The other officers include Marian Blaney, Vice-president; Lena Bacithe Senior Year Book, but also took Smith, corresponding secreta r y ; galupi, Secretary; Helen Mason, and had adopted the mice for pets. ture talks. They are always fc
an extremely responsible position Pat Boynton, recording secretary Corresponding Secretary; Margery They always sleep in the boys' hair, in the S.C.A. building. All are k
as a member of the Student Cab Ellen Yocum, treasurer; Jean Agers, De Witt, Treasurer; Lorraine and the feed for them is carried come to come.
along in a
inet.
librarian-historian; Dorothy Emigh Campbell, Historian; Joy Ruff,
The hand of Zumwalt was clear chaplain; and Mary Flaa, sergeant Musician.
A dictatorship is a nation wkt
ly apparent as chairman of both at- arms.
During the short business session
men once had freedom but did:
the Junior Prom and the Senior
Rose Ann Chatton is General plans were made to hold the Instal
use it.—A. Brandon.
Ball committee.
Continued from page 5
Chairman of Decorations and her lation of new officers during the
Bud's work clearly earned him the
will permit. We'll close with this
The one sensible thing to do *i
committee consists of Mary Flaa, first week of the new semester.
title as the outstanding entrie of the
bit of advice, if you should happen a disappointment is to put it o
Dorothy Emigh and Cam Jamieson.
Sacramento Junior College in Feb
to come across any of us wounded of your mind and think of son
Inez Knudsen is in charge of other
ruary of '42, where he was immedlin combat, please call a doctor.
thing cheerful.—Mark Twain.
arrangements and her committee in
ately pledged to three different fra
cludes Barbar McNider, Helene
ternities. While at JC he majored
Haabesland, Shirley Troyer, Ellen
in accounting, like father like son;
Yocum, Jean Beaton, Betty Hogan,
and to gain valuable experience he
and Beth Harmon.
worked part time as an accountant
EVERY
for the state. Then the color and
Afternoon
2:30-5:08
tradition of the United States Ma
rine Corp lured him to the nearest
Evening
.
7:30-10:30
recruiting office.
Continued from page 5
(First of all, be sure it's
On July 1st he was called to ac going this semester. (Our John
an Arrow Tie — because
tive duty where he has many times Crabbe will really appreciate it.)
Arrows are constructed
so they tie perfectly.)
proved his high qualifications as a
And here's hoping to see you for
responsible leader of men.
bigger and better shows with the
West Weber at Lincoln
new semester!

lone Angwin
Installed as
Epsilon Prexy

Co-Op Elects
Officers

Rats!

Zetagatheans
Hold Election

Popular Marine

Cadaver Hall

ICE
SKATING

Off Mike

ARROW SHOWS YOU A
NEW WAY TO TIE A TIE

STOCKTON

ICE RINK

SUmlUtixiaatiOM

Shell Product*
Tire and Battery
Service

Sibley E. Bush
Phones 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

Norman Higgins

Tuxedo
Pastry Shop
Your Sweets Made to
Order
PACIFIC AVENUE

Alert
Cle aners
EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE
Phone 7-7869

2117 Pacific Ave.

Headquarters
For Navy and

1folla«d 9ce & rf-u&l

Ga.

Marine Men
Refreshments
on the
campus

*7/te

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

GuL

Grant at Weber Ave.
cMau&e
Operated by
Associated Women
Students
Employing Student Help
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

trh

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

Dial 2-0229

Plumbing With A Smile '

/« Starting with the wide side slightly longer than
usual, cross wide side over narrow side as you nor
mally do. Now, instead of bringing wide side under
and across, bring it under, through and over the
loop. The wide end then hangs straight down.

2,

Then bring the wide
end under and across
the top as you normally would and finish in
the usual manner. The
resulting knot is squarer and fuller; it looks
especially good with
wide-spread collars.
Try it a few times.
And be sure to see our Arrow Ties, every one

a beauty, every one wrinkle-resistant.

MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of the Pacific

I
2
3
-^arrc
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p r a t ' s Pin-Up Queen

Blind Pianist
Hugh Porter
Proves Appeal Of Thrills Assembly
C.O.P. student body was present
ed with a never-tb-be-forgotten as
Organ With
sembly last week by the National
Transcribers' Society for the Blind
Concert
'An organist can only judge the
effect which his performance has
on his audience by the number of
disinterested coughs he hears!"
smiled Hugh Porter, • nationally
known organist who entertained a
jood-sized audience with his con
cert in Pacific Auditorium, Wednes
day evening, February 9.

of Palo Alto.

page 7
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Pacific
ManeiAueAA.
For the information of one mem
ber of the Basketball team Elinor's
last name" is spelled S-i-z-e-l-o-v-e,
(sigh's-luv). She pronounces it that
way too. Just thought we'd let you
know.
"Good Friend" Steiner has had
luite a bit of night life lately. How;ver, she's still complaining . It
eems all the fellas come to see the
lenorita Pearlita, and tell her all
heir troubles. Too bad, I guess
•ou're the understanding type,
'earl. But don't worry, things are
ough all over this year.
Seen around campus once again
ire Milt Valentine and Gordon
Medlin. Nice having you back fel'as, and to you Gordon, eternal be
our love, oh brother. Marion has,
for the first time in months, shown
some compassion to her squad in

FEMALE TEMPLETON
Featured on the program was
Miss Rose Resnick, the female AlecTempleton. Her first
piano selec
tions were three classical numbers;
they were Prelude for Piano, Ballad
in D Minor and Fire Dance. Ver
satile Miss Resnick then presented
a more familiar type of music in
There were no inattentive coughs
the form of Yankee Doodle. Start
to distract the performer that even
ing out from Camp Mother Yankee,
ing, for his program was a varied
Doodle followed our boys to the
one and his interpretation intrigu
various theatres of war such as
ing.
China, Russia, Ireland, Berlin, and
EISELEN- PORTER FRIENDback to the U.S.A. Her last piece
was a sedate minuet played in a
5HEP
Being the son of a parson, laugh boogie woogie fashion that would
ingly called "a prime prerequisite make the old masters turn over in
'or any good organist," Mr. Porter their graves.
Although Miss Resnick is New
juite naturally progressed from pi
ano performing to church organ York born, she could really be Sports class.
Joe Ferem walks around campus
alaying, and, in his Evanston home called a true daughter of California.
Because she is a lover of out very nonchalantly. But—if you
town was organist for the North
western University while he was door sports, she takes advantage of took real closely you will probably
still in high school. Later, he at the various types of California be amazed to note that his feet are
tended and graduated from the Uni weather. Hiking is her favorite, about three inches from the ground.
versity. Incidentally, Dr. Eiselen and her recent long hike was up How about that Joey boy, is this
the "Genuit" thing?
C.O.P. political science professor, Sierra Heights.
Much to our romantic consterna
was a fraternity brother of Mr. Por SEEING EYE DOG
Always with Miss Resnick is her tion we have never seen Miss Toms
ter's and the organist took a minor
from Dr. Eiselen's father in history Seeing Eye dog Ilsa, who confirms and Mr. Greenwood wandering
at Northwestern. While Porter was the old adage about man's best around campus together. Honest
still in college, he studied with Mid- friend. Ilsa is a German Shepherd, kids, it's legal now.
Our Astronomy major Don Pendleschulte, German organist for the beautifully marked and well poised.
Chicago symphony who was dis She accompanies Miss Resnick on hale is really delving into his work.
most of her hikes. A one-woman In fact he's off on a comet some
missed during the last war.
dog is Ilsa, and that low growl she where, and the tail has curves of a
After receiving his college degree,
gives at an approaching stranger very feminine type. Don't deny it,
Porter went to New York in order
you know I wouldn't "Lydon."
proves it.
to compete for a Julliard Founda
On the program with Miss Res
tion Scholarship, which he imme
Miss Lenard concluded her dem
nick was Miss Melva Lenard, sec
Wilma Blakely, charming Occidental co-ed has been chosen as top
diately received.
onstrations
by reading a poem en
retary
of
the
National
Transcribers
I'in-Up Girl by the civilian fraternity, Lambda Nu Phi in their nation
STUDIED WITH FARNUM
Society for the Blind. Miss Lenard titled "Perseverance"
wide search for the loveliest "lovely."
The company is on tour now, and
In New York, he has studied un lost her sight at the age of four,
of the Occidental co-ed. She is five
der such masters as Linwood Far- and is an expert at reading and other schools on the west coast will
feet seven inches tall, weighs 128
num, recognized as the world's writing Braille. She gave a fas be privileged to see this same pro
dark brown eyes and she is nine
gram.
greatest organist in his time, Frank cinating exhibition of it.
teen years of age.
LeFarge, and Rosario, Scalero, head
(I might add that she has brains
of the Theory department at Cur
along with this beauty—an IQ of
Now it can be told!
tis Institute of Music.
Lambda Nu Phi has chosen their 130.)"
Since his 1924 college graduation,
annual pin-up girl from all the pic
Plans are in progress for a Sweet
Mr. Porter hafe remained in New
tures of lovely potential winners heart Dance to be held Saturday,
York, though he modestly says that
that poured in from all over the March 11, at the Pythian Castle.
he had no intention of being so for
nation.
Music will be furnished by Floyd
tunate in his chosen career as to be
Final Homage is Paid to Miss Pillsbury and his orchestra. Bids
able to continue studying and re
Wilma Blakely. She can best be de may be purchased for $1.65 from
siding there.
scribed by her letter of application any frat member.

.

jWilma Blakely Wins
Pin Up Girl Contest

BY THEIR I N S I G N I A
Y O U SHALL K N O W THEM

written by the President of the As
sociated Students of Occidental Col
lege in Los Angeles. He states, "We
have chosen her alone from all the
Kirls on this campus, knowing that
"he would be a lovely representative

Last Monday elections were held
and the officers include the follow
ing: Dick Johnson, President; Jack
Siler, Secretary - Treasurer; Don
Ambler, Recorder; Don Lind, ChapIain; and Ben Holt, Reporter.

Issue

(whatever that is). Is it his voice?

(Continued from page 1)
w fireplace listening to her stories
lf the theatre, and glancing through
'er various scrap books.
rCM, YUM
'Lnd of course, some may not
"ink this too important in compari'on with the rest of Patty's makeup.
,ut she also can put some of the
H'st meals on
a table that you
ir>uld ever want to sit down to.
So. to just about sum it all up,
'hat with her pounding English inskulls thicker than steel armor,
r r theatre and dramatic work, and
hose mystery stories, plus delecta'r c°oking, all added to a smiling
" tonality, you might say that PatF is Pacific.
»

V

»

•

HARD PLACE TO LEAVE

Making the rounds for the last
"he: Dropping into the Little The''.'rr' hox office for a chat with Art
arey, public relations man deluxe.
And with Marc Brown, prob•> tearing his hair out over his
1 xt Production, although why he
°u'd after "Billeted" is a mystery.
• Not forgetting our favorite,
_1n"r Slzelove, either. . . . Still
"ndering what this boy Buckman
'hat gives the gals warm chills

. . . How will we ever %et along
without those puns of Doc Eiselen's? . . . And for that matter,
we'll miss the old dining hall—but
not the food. . . . Joe Williamson
sweating blood trying to fit threeinch stories into two-inch holes. . . .
Pearl Steiner and That's Life, so,
that's life. ... J. R. Bodley, the
Thursday assemblies, and Pacific
Hail. . . . Ah, harmony. . . . A
chat with Dean Corson, really a
great guy, about almost anything
from sports to journalism. ... In
the Cub for a coke and praying for
chocolate ice cream just once more.
. . . Anderson Hall, where couples
take leases on the couches. . . •
Sick Bay, the place you like to stay
away from, although we can't see
why with Nurse Richards on duty,
one of Pacific's nicer people. . . .
The S.C.A. and hard-working, like
able Hollis Hayward. . . . Eleanor
McCann and her brood of prospect
ive journalists. . . . And those
Thursday morning Weekly staff
meetings. . . . Lucy Harding, our
boss, and who could ask for a better
one? . . • Then closing out the
day drying the dishes as Sizelove
washes, after one of Patty Pierce's
little parties. ... Yes sir, it's a
hard place to leave.

ORATORIO ORGANIST
He now teaches at the Julliard
School which once supported him,
and also instructs students of the
School of Sacred Music of Union
Theological Seminary. Perhaps his
most well-known resident position
is that of being organist for the
great New York Oratorio Society.
The latter, which is the oldest
American oratorio society, was or
ganized about sixty or seventy years
ago by Leopold Damrosch, whose
sons, Frank and Walter, have since
both conducted the society.
When questioned about the sig
nificance of organ music and its
so-called limited scope, Mr. Porter
recognized the limitations of the in
strument in being generally con
nected with the church, and in "pos
sessing a nature more like that of
architecture as compared with oth
er arts which seem more plastic.
He believes the organ to be a more
Meet Miss Petty Officer with a Yeoman's Rating
intellectual instrument than the
The Navy blue uniform of the importance of work being per
piano or violin which he terms in
WAVES is >w a familiar sight formed by WAVES in terms of
tuitive.
in commun es throughout the vital war service. It also signifies

country. Typical of these trained
WAVES is the Yeoman pictured
above, who is now at work_ in the
Navy Department in Washington,
D. C.
From the insignia on the sleeve
of her blouse you know she pos
sesses a Yeoman rating (the
crossed quills indicate this) and is
For the school year 1944-1945 a a Petty Officer third class (indi
second scholarship, known as the cated by the single chevron). The
Drexel Scholarship, is offered to col single anchor on her collar is evi
lege graduates. It provides for tu dence that she is a member of the
WAVES.

Drexel Scholarship
Offered

ition fees to the amount of $200. Ap
plication for this scholarship should
be made not later than May 1, 1944.

Insignia not only identifies but
demonstrates the variety and real

a real Navy job and doesn't diffe
rentiate between a man's or wo
man's service in the Navy.
As the WAVES increase in
number at Navy bases throughout
the country, they will release
thousands of Navy men for com
bat duty by filling such jobs as
Radioman, Aviation Machinist's
Mate, Parachute Rigger, Aerographer's Mate, Storekeeper, etc.
For complete information on
these Navy jobs, go to the near
est Recruiting Station or Office of
Naval Officer Procurement.

Ifl
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Editor

_

BUSINESS MANAGER

Lucy Harding
Jeanne Davis

That's Life...
By PEARL STEINER

The teacher was exasperated by
I CHARLEY ©EHRINGER. X
the morning news. She was exas
ONE Of THf CREATEST2m BASE1
MEM IN BASEBALL HisroRVperated by her grammar school
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER IN1937!
class too. So she- decided to com
bine the two in the hope that some
aimers
thing intelligent would come out of
/VObA
the combination.
UmHkHr
Oblivious of the signs of spring
MTM
I u.s.n.R.
because of the battle being cur
Ptoociaied Cbtie6ote Press
SSRMS
rently waged on Tarawa the teachat sr.
Associate Editor
Carroll Doty . er was distraught in an attempt to
MARY'S
|
PRS'FUSKT
—Joe
Make-up Editor
Joe Williamson bring home the war to these small
SCHOOL
News Editor
Nancy Kaiser children.
The
way
she
chose
may
not
have
Sports Editor
Frank Holmes
""
been the wisest under the circum
Society Editor
1
Elaine Peterson stances but it brought to light an
issue generally kept under the bush
el since Pearl Harbor.
HITLER'S FATE
'Class," she said, "today I want
Bless the editorial spot where editors hang out "Keep
Off" signs and hold forth on any subject of tfceir choosing. you to write a short composition
Because, this last day concluding two successful C.O.P. Make this essay your prescription
V-12 terms, brings the "Hardnose Boss Lady" to the real for your Hitler's fafe. Just write
what you would do if his fate were
ization that her Associate Boss is departing.
. . .Warning: what started out to be an editorial will con in your hands."
clude as a dewey eyed tribute to a great guy—complete Perhaps these weren't the exact
words, but that was the exact senti
with trite phrases
ment. Perhaps you too fail to see
Plattsburg is a long way from Pacific .
Treasury Depai
And who's going to dream up twenty inches at a mo the positive educational value in
Nevertheless
ments notice? Who's going to mail late-copy, scream at. such an assignment.
~
iven> and one
one of
it was e
given,
mispellings and preposition endings and "embroided" u
of the
the an
an- film. Instead, feel sorry for those
swers
news-stories? Who's going to take over if the editor gets
almost justifies the question, people who make the little boy feel
laryngitis again? Who's going to argue over editorial I Foi" in the class was one little Ne- inferior, pity the narrowness of
policy and paper make-up and deadlines? And, who's go gro boy. The kids might let him people's minds who dictate the non
play witjh them at recess, but no photograph policies. For it is these
ing to be right hand man and fellow sufferer?
one ever invited him home. Being people who have the most to learn
Sixty-four, if you can answer.
This may sound like a lot of Ferdinand, but it's sin- an only anything in a group is a It is these people who are hopeless
lonely position. But this little boy ly indebted to the Negro who fights
cere.
You'd know how much we hate to watch him leave if like so many of his race knew how his battle for him. It is these peo Pacific's delegation to the
to express himself, and he put his ple whose horizons are narrowed
you'd worked with him for eight months.
mar Conference for this j
He was a big shot from a Junior College when he came whole heart and soul into a one- who make peace, of either the pre- quoted as being one of the
sentence
compliance
with
the
teach
or
post-war
variety
a
problem.
here. He didn't think much of the paper when he started
if not the largest that ever atl
as Sports Editor. But he's a journalist and worked his er's request. His childish scrawl
The delegates are as follows:
when
deciphered
offered
this
solu
head off to make it a success. (He hasn't got a second
Ruth; Bacigalupi, Barber, W
tion:
place medal from the U. of Calif. Sports Writing Contest,
Butterfield, Lois; Colliver
nor a long list of sports editor berths on various "rags" for REBORN
June; Eachus, Mildred; Fitzi
"If it were up to me I would have
nothing!)
Margert; Fleming, Myrita; Gi
He's done publicity work with and for Art Farey, kept Hitler re-born as a little American
Beverly; Grodeon, Ruth; Ha;
San Francisco papers informed about our Tiger Team and Negro boy."
Hollis; Hunt, Ann, Ingerich; .
The point of this story is not to
applauded Mr. Stagg.
Virginia; Lee, May; Mcli
He's columnized about everything from political issues question you on your belief in the
Ruth; Ng, Helen; O'Neil;
theory of transmigration. America
to Doc Eiselen to Bob Hope.
Doris; Pond, Mary; Pond, Vii
He s made his chocolate ice cream cone and energetic is all wound up now in planning For the first
time the Latin
Robinson, Pauline; Scott,
the
post-war
world
so
that
it
will
CRD initials as familiar to staff members as standard CODV
American Republics are establish
Swanson, Marion; Toy, Daisy
contain at least some degree of per
proof marks.
ing the English language on a basis
derkoOi, Francis.
fection. Too many of us are so pre
He has a drawl and a misleading sleepy eyed express
of equality with other languages.
The S. C. A. wishes them a
ion and he doesn't miss anything with an ounce of news occupied with large scale out-ofthis-world plans that we forget that FRENCH WAS FAVORITE
happy trip, and is looking fo
value in it.
For many years French was the to hearing many interesting i
-S°» that's thirty and "Anchors Aweigh" for Carroll there are people living their every
day lives who need our help badly, favorite foreign language in Latin ie'nces.
Doty.
Hei 11 continue to be a credit to his branch of service and that through helping them American secondary schools as it
when he makes the hoped-for change from apprentice sea make a more satisfactory adjust was in the United States. The tem
ment to society we do more than porary eclipse of the political pow
man blues to Midshipman's uniform.
any
bull-session debate on what we er of France has not caused the
We won't forget him, whatever he does.
do to win the post war peace study of French to lose much popu
(Continued from page 1
r,Q>.nd' whatever he does he. won't forget Pacific, and the can
has ever done.
larity, however, and the language increasingly require in the
paper, and the people. It's in his eyes and smile.
Were this an isolated story it of Moliere still holds its own in the
thousands more of these foi
might be considered as an expres secondary schools and universities
nutrition experts.
sion of individual maladjustment. of the other American Republics.
But the grown-ups aren't exempt.
According to Ben F. Carruthers, CONSULTATION
Anyone interested in enrc
ma^s'tnrW haaeS °f a professor' a committee chair NEGRO TROOPS
Educatien Adviser, Office of Interman, a student body prexy, and an editor into considerain the course is invited to <
American
Affairs,
in
most
cases
in
President Roosevelt not too long
Latin America it is assumed that Mrs. Silver in her office in
Profs can sit crosslegged on the top of a desk' com ago reviewed troops who were fight the broad general knowledge of Hall. Although the course le
mittee chair men can let their guard down; madame' prexy ing under the red, white, and blue. world civilization which we gener the Bachelors degree from tl
7 These were negro troops and they
can fraternize with the masses.
ally associate with the work of the lege of the Pacific and prepar
Only an editor is required to remain always dignified, were doing some of the best work on liberal college in the United States titians for their subsequent t
record to date in the African Cam
nly an editor is supposed to know everything that
of graduate internship in an q
paign. Newsreel shots were taken is accomplished on the secondary
S 'aken ,or «raMed ">«
ited hospital, anyone whether
»
T
'J
'
already
knows
level
in
the
Latin
American
college.
it, and nobody tells him anything.
Knows of the review, but only the second
a full-time or special studen
run negro-only theaters saw that It is in the secondary school that
appl
e
polishers
get ^egu 1ar^eDort h •
, » committee chairmen the negroes are doing their part the Latin American student follows enroll.
a rigid curriculum without electives
foLcif meetings
"^ hearS complail^ ^ along with everyone else.
Have you ever passed the ship obliging him to study Latin and secondary school for seven 3
Only an editor has to guess
yard workers? They're not all white two to five years of a modern for required to take five year;
eign language.
either. But the only ones who get
each of English, French, <
the publicity are the more photo UNIVERSITIES, STATE
man. Other secondary schoi
genic Okies and Arkies. The net INSTITUTIONS
require Portuguese, Italia
and beaten insensible before hi S
' Cornered' result has been that many people The universities of Latin Ameri Spanish in their curriculum.
7
1 even so much as
give him a lead.
are not conscious of the negro con
ca are generally state institutions LANGUAGE AND COOPER
tribution to the war effort.
open to all citizens of the Repub
Thus, it is evident that i
Their contribution before the war
lic who possess the necessary aca language instruction in Latin
in music and art was one of the
oj
~
pohjfto'a^o'ng list most distinctive facets of American demic qualifications for enrollment. ica is not being neglected ai
In many cases the university rec to be hoped that increasing
culture. They do their share of the
Only an editor never accomplishes anything
ognized that the secondary school arity with the modern langu
work. They're entitled to their
training is not adequate and they the other Americas will be
eve^'/.
share of the -glory. If we are fair
now require some further study of a valuable aid to inter-Americ
to them in this realm we have at
modern foreign language. It is inter inter-American-European so
least a working basis to clear up
esting to note the number of years as was foreseen at the Lima 1
in an amicable manner any other
devoted to the languages in the sec ence of American Republics
6' committee chairmen inter-racial problems that arise.
don't have^o attend classptfondary schools: For example in Ar which strongly urged the tei
duce distinguished visitors ' ma ame prexy ®ets to intro- PROBLEM MAKERS
gentina. a student who has five
of the languages of the hem
Don't feel sorry for the little boy
years of secondary education is re —English, French, Spanisl
or the unphotographed shipyard
quired to take five years of English Portuguese—in all of the scb<
worker, or the unprojected African
or French. One attending a Brazil terns of the member states.

Long, Sidekick

PACIFIC ASILOA
DELEGATION FO
'44 LARGEST E\

Latin Americans
Favor English In
Place of French

Nutrition Cours

Only an Editor
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